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VECTOR BUNDLES OVER SUSPENSIONS 

BY 

W. M. CHAN* AND P. HOFFMAN 

We consider finite dimensional complex vector bundles over a compact con
nected Hausdorff space X, as defined, for example, in [1]. It is well known that if 
I is such a bundle, then there is a bundle r\ such that ë@rj is trivial. 

LEMMA 1. If X=CPk, complex projective k-space, and | is the canonical line 
bundle, then £©r) is non-trivial for any bundle rj of fibre dimension less than k. 

Proof. Suppose rj has dimension r—1, and lj®rj is trivial. Then we have 

Thus 

n^)=i(--l)<(.I;.)r inK(X). 
The set {1, f, I 2 , . . . , f*} is a basis for K(X), so A'(i?)^0 for i<Jc. Thus dim rj^k, 
as required. 

LEMMA 2. IfX=S2n
9 there is a bundle f of fibre dimension n such that {-©TJ is 

non-trivial for any bundle rj of fibre dimension less than n. 

Proof. There is an element x e K(52n) with chn(x)^0, where chn is the nth Chern 
character [2]. Since the inclusion 

GL(r;C) ->GL(r+1, C) 
induces an isomorphism 

^n-ilGL(r, Q] - ^ . J G L C r + l ; C)] 

for all r^in, there is a bundle I of dimension n whose image in K(S2n) is x+n. 
Therefore c/zn(f)^0, and hence Cn(^)^0, where Cn is the nth Chern class. Now 
suppose £©?7 is trivial. Then we have 

Thus Cn(rç)5*0, so dim rj^n, as required. 

THEOREM. IfX=^Y, where Y is compact Hausdorff, and £ is a bundle over X, 
then there is a bundle rj, whose fibre dimension equals that of £, such that CC&rj is 
trivial. 
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Note. Adding trivial line bundles to £ in Lemma 1 shows the hypothesis that X 
is a suspension to be necessary, rj cannot have fibre dimension less than that of £ 
by Lemma 2. The proof below is a combination of the isomorphism of [1, 1.4.9] 
with the homotopy in [1, 2.4.6]. 

Proof. Regard S F as C+YUC~Y, where C+7=[0, l]x7/{l}xF 5 C~Y= 
[-1,0]X F/{-l}x Y, and Y is identified with {0}x Y. Since C+7 and CrY are 
contractible, we can find isomorphisms 

a+ :£ | C+Y->C+YxCn = y+ 

a":£| C-Y-+C-YxCn = y~ 

Let /S=[oc | ( ! | r)]o[(a+)-i | Yx Cn] : Yx Cn— YX Cn. a+ and or induce an 
isomorphism 

a : £ - > y + U 7 " 
P 

Let i7=y+ U/*-i y~« If /? corresponds to a map 

<E>:Y-*GL(n,C) 

then /J-1 corresponds to O, where 0(7)=[0(y)]_1. Now 

I e?7 ^ (y+0}>+) U (y~®Y~)> 

and /?©/?-1 corresponds to the map 

T:7-*GL(2n,C) 
given by 

The technique of [1, Lemma 2.4.6] then shows that Y is homotopic to I \ where 
T(x) is the identity matrix for all x. Thus 

è®rj ̂  (y+®y+) U2n (y~©y) ̂  s y x c2n, 
as required. 
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